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With the release date of Kanye West’s upcoming album Yandhi being continuously 

pushed back, many fans have found themselves going back to old albums and mixtapes to get 

their “ye fix”. The album that fits the build perfectly is The College Dropout. Although being 

Kanye’s first studio album, The College Dropout is still objectively regarded by many Kanye West 

fans as his best musical project to date.  

Being his debut studio album under Roc-A- Fella Records and Def Jam Recordings, Kanye 

had a lot to prove as an artist. Prior to this, he was only a producer for other artists, and 

because of this, had difficulty being accepted into the community. The album took four years to 

write and record. It even included a handful of features from other hip-hop artists growing at 

the time like Jay-Z, Jamie Foxx, and Ludacris. The twenty-one-song album is full of interludes 

and skits in between songs, all varying in style. Since the album’s release, this style of hip-hop 

production was nicknamed “chipmunk soul” due to the sped up (or slowed down) and pitched 

up (or down) R&B samples and vocal chops throughout the tracks. At the time, very few artists 

were using samples like Kanye. This made him stand out and gave him a unique style and a leg 

up in production. Each vocal sample used complements the track making it difficult to tell what 

part is a sample and what is Kanye. The final product is seamless. This style of sampling other 

R&B vocals became very popular following the release of this album. In fact, many other hip-

hop artists have cited Kanye’s sampling as their inspiration in music and production styles. 



Several artists toady have gone as far as taking vocal phrases and other sounds from The 

College Dropout to sample in their own songs (J. Cole’s Work Out). 

On his more recent albums and projects Kanye still samples other songs heavily, and 

likes to do skits, or breaks in between songs. However, the overall feel and style drifts away 

from that on The College Dropout the closer you get to present day. The newer songs are more 

bass heavy (808s) and have an experimental lyrical style such as that seen in I love Kanye from 

The Life of Pablo.  

The College Dropout doesn’t only have great beats, but the lyrics on the album cover a 

variety of themes and topics like family, religion, racism, materialism, and of course education/ 

higher education (i.e., college). Many songs focus on Kanye’s decision to drop out of college, 

hence the name of the album. Each song has a different feel to it—some slow and somber 

while others upbeat like The New Workout Plan. The style throughout the album as a whole is 

consistent yet each song sounds different on its own. The combination of the skits and different 

styled songs creates a narrative through the album. The listener goes through several emotions’ 

listening through the album. Having twenty-one songs, there is something on the album for 

everyone. After fourteen years, many people still consider this to be Kanye’s best album, even if 

it was his first. With Yandhi coming sometime in the future, the debate on the best Ye album 

will always come up again and again after each new project is released. (Mic drop) 

 


